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g/yen the flux in the sun side re native code interface, clearly they should have no business objection to removing the
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TracySh, AndrewL and I met with Graham Hamilton, Jerome Douchez, Hans Muller, and R~er Riggs of JavaSoff to
discuss serialization and obje~ ~istence s~fi~tions. I also met individually with David Bowen and Shen Liang
aDeut Sun’s native code inte~aces. Both meetings were quite produ~ive. Sin~ I was aDsent for pa~ of the
serialization meeting, if I omit an~hing signifi~nt, I would appreciate that Andre~ or TracySh add it.
NATI~ CODE MEETING
Key points
¯ Their inte~ace is wo~e (less threatening) than I thought.
¯ They expressed serious intere~ in supposing COM.
¯ They are wo~ing on another low level native inteda~ (LLNI) with advanced GC suppo~ (write bamer) that
we may want to suppo~ if we pa~icipate in the design.
I did learn more about Sun’s JNI native code inte~ace than I had previously known. The most impo~ant thing I
learned is that the inte~ace ts not ve~ suitable for wdting native components and less of a t~reat to native
ActiveX development than I had begun to suspe~. They have a~ually t~ed to make the VM linking m~el similar
to COM, but have introduced more bu~en on the develo~r to use the a~ual API. We may be able to implement
a COM based interface with some changes to thei~ and ou~. They seemed o~n to discussing a me~ing of
APIs between JNI and COM. I suggested that we may want to ~nsider something like this, but set ex~ations
for possibly another ve~ion out.
They seemed genuinely interested in COM David Bowen asked about licensing COM sources for including COM
support with JDK releases. They we’re mainly intere~ed in the core pieces with a slimmer fo~ of automation
such as the corn MAC COM sup~. If we could provide them with this and use COM as a native API, that would
strengthen native A~iveX, but they may be blowing smoke. We should engage with them if it makes sense. Do
we have a small, fast, COM core similar to the MAC ve~ions at all?
They’re wo~ing on another, low level native interface (LLNI). This could ~ pa~ of the key to defusing this i~ue.
This inteffa~ is morn cleady tapering our raw native interface (RNI). They’ll ~ supposing a ~te bamer for GC
(as will we in the ne~ ve~ion), and should have all of the basic fun~ionality we provide in our raw native
interface. Me~ing for compatibility at this level could ~ ve~ beneficial to us. Develo~ ta~eting this level of
development should ~ mu~ fewer than COM, and are specifi~lly wdting Java suppoding native code.
SuppoSing this may mean dep~ting our RNI, b~ develo~ ~ing at that level should ~ able to deal with
that. Shan Liang ~11 ~ sending me a copy of their cu~ent s~c whi~ they said had not’been seen yet by other
licensees. They ~11 pm~bly release it to other li~nsees simultaneously.
They left ~h the follo~ng a~ion ffems:
¯ Send a copy of the LLNI spec
¯
Discu~ the ~ibility of supposing COM
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I left with the following action items
¯ Look at the merging ol" their JNI interface with COM and dascuss our anterest in supporting JNI or the merged
API
¯ Find out about what licensing they can participate in for COM
SERIALIZATION MEETING
Overview
¯ They were stalling numerous companies on addressing serialization until prompted by this meeting
¯ We discussed requirements and agreed on most of our requirements.
¯ They have an approach in mind which is similar, but not as complete as the proposal we presented.
¯ They’re willing to define something between our design and theirs as a standard way to persist througt~ more
of a property bag approach.
¯ They’re interested in using OLE structured storage.
This meeting included discussing persistence requirements (easy ActiveX integration, version resiliency,
implementation abstraction, property based persistence, text based persistence, structured storage based
persistence). AndrewL brought a Microsoft proposal for persisting components to and from Java property bags.
This proposal included a method of compatible interaction with the existing serialization model, and an
improved, compatible persistence model with ActiveX integration. While Roger Riggs had been thinking along
similar lines with a different implementation, they seemed to be very interested in the MS proposal. We all
agreed that something which solved our mutual requirements should be decided on soon. They will reply with a
merged proposal within 2 weeks. They also requested permission to discuss our proposal with Lotus and others,
which we granted. Finally, we mutually agreed that we woOld inform each other of any major change in either of
our persistence APIs while we continued working with them on the issue.
They’re working on their own structured storage effort, and are interested in possibly using OLE’s. Hans Muller
had been asking previously about licensing the C source for structured storage. He brought it up himself and said
that he wanted it because they are considering it as a standard format. This would be a major coup if we could
somehow negotiate and license our way into using OLE as a common structured storage format for Java. While
this is currently being treated as a small, peripheral issue, I believe it could have major ramifications.
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